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Bake Sale for the Budget!
Cutting is for cake, not healthcare, education, and
public safety!
One cookie at a time, it is time for us to remind
Richmond that we need new revenue.
Instead of fighting over how to divide the pie,
join us in raising revenue to bake a bigger pie.
We may not raise $4 billion, but we’ll show that
our state government has options besides cutting
vital public services.

Thursday, March 4th, 12-1 pm
Downtown Williamsburg Library,
515 Scotland St.
For more information, contact Ben ThackerGwaltney, 757-570-3005,
ben@virginia-organizing.org

Examples of Allies
Recruited
• National Association for the
Mentally Ill (NAMI local chapter)
• Local PTA reps, info on local cuts
• VA Education Association, teachers’
unions
• Avalon, local battered women’s
shelter
• Virginians for the Arts
• Healthcare (local Medicaid
recipient)
• Community Action Agency
• City and County politicians

Central Message
• Bake Sale for the Budget: It's Time to
Raise Revenue One Cupcake at a
Time!
"When it comes to the budget crisis,
Governor McDonnell and our
legislators have choices. But it looks
like they have taken a responsible,
balanced approach off the table and
opted for a cuts-only approach that
will hack away at our infrastructure
and stall our recovery from the
recession,” said Donna Sequeira.
“Until our leaders in Richmond wake
up and raise new revenue, we will
need to raise the money ourselves
for schools, health care and public
safety by holding millions of bake
sales!”
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TAKE ACTION!
Don’t let Virginia’s budget go down the drain.
Call your State Senator and Delegate and
Governor McDonnell to demand a balanced
approach!
Senator Tommy Norment (Richmond Office:
804-698-7503 E-Mail Address:
senatornorment@widowmaker.com)
Delegate Robin Abbott (Richmond Office:
804-698-1093
E-Mail Address:
DelRAbbott@house.virginia.gov)
Delegate William Barlow (Richmond Office:
804-698-1064 E-Mail Address:
DelWBarlow@house.virginia.gov)
Delegate Brenda Pogge (Richmond Office:
804-698-1096 E-Mail Address:
DelBPogge@house.virginia.gov)
Message:
Ask them to raise new money, not just make
budget cuts.
Don’t fill the whole $4 billion deficit by
eliminating critical spending for education,
healthcare, the arts, and public safety.

Lessons Learned
Positive:
• Fun, clever events are easy for participants
and capture the attention of the press.
Making lighthearted fun of the target works.
• Simultaneous, similar events across the state
makes press coverage in each local media
market more likely. 11 media hits across the
state.
• Exploit spin-off media events. Ex.,
presentation of the “check” to the Governor.
• Bring in local, directly-affected organizations
to tell their stories. Grows long-term allies.
Negative:
• Too many people thought we really wanted to
sell enough brownies to fill the hole in the
budget. They missed the sarcasm.
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